Scenario: Food Delivery
Persona: Volunteer
Jonah is a new volunteer that is excited to get started with their first
food delivery. They need 10 hours of community service in the next
month to meet a requirement and chose our non-profit out of many
because of our mission. They’ve done all the steps necessary to register
for their first food delivery.
Starting Point: Just starting their delivery & leaving their house
End Point: Completed a food delivery

Journey Map Descriptions
High-level The main touchpoints the persona encounters. Leave the details
Steps for later. For example, consider the journey map for toasting
bagels. An example of high-level steps would be: get the bagel,
prepare the toasting mechanism, toast the bagel. Details like
“turn on the oven” or “plugin the toaster” would belong in the
actions (the next section).
Actions

What does the persona do or decide to arrive at this step? Draw
on your own experiences and the experiences of people you’ve
talked to.

Information What information does the persona need during this step? An
& Tools example from toasting bagels: What toasting mechanisms are
available? How many bagels need to be toasted?
Thoughts & What thoughts are going through the persona’s head while
Experiences they’re on this step? Examples: Last time my bagel burned, how
do I avoid that? Mmmm, a warm bagel with cream cheese.
Emotions

There are many emotions, and humans can feel several at once.
Think about your own experience and the experience of people
you’ve talked to. Make your best effort at capturing the emotions
for each step. Reference the handout for ideas.

Scenario: Food Delivery Coverage
Persona: Part-time Organization Staff
Marco has worked part-time for our organization for the last year. It fits in
well with his class schedule at the local university. He knows if he stays on
top of shift coverage early, it saves the whole team stress. He also
recognizes that there are factors beyond his control, like weather, that
can impact how many shifts need last-minute coverage.
Starting Point: Just starting the task of ensuring shift coverage for food deliveries.
End Point: Shift Coverage for a period of time is complete. (specify the periods of
time your organization looks at shift coverage)

Journey Map Descriptions
High-level The main touchpoints the persona encounters. Leave the details
Steps for later. For example, consider the journey map for toasting
bagels. An example of high-level steps would be: get the bagel,
prepare the toasting mechanism, toast the bagel. Details like
“turn on the oven” or “plugin the toaster” would belong in the
actions (the next section).
Actions

What does the persona do or decide to arrive at this step? Draw
on your own experiences and the experiences of people you’ve
talked to.

Information What information does the persona need during this step? An
example from toasting bagels: What toasting mechanisms are
available? How many bagels need to be toasted?
Thoughts & What thoughts are going through the persona’s head while
Experiences they’re on this step? Examples: Last time my bagel burned, how
do I avoid that? Mmmm, a warm bagel with cream cheese.
Emotions

There are many emotions, and humans can feel several at once.
Think about your own experience and the experience of people
you’ve talked to. Make your best effort at capturing the emotions
for each step. Reference the handout for ideas.

Scenario: Setting up a Food Delivery
Persona: Full-time Organization Staff
Chiu-Ki has been with the organization for two years and has strong
personal relationships with the different recipient communities. She
knows which communities can absorb variance and which communities
have specific requirements. She is not as familiar with the donor side of
the equation.
Starting Point: A new food delivery needs to be coordinated.
End Point: A new food delivery has been set up and is ready for a volunteer.

Journey Map Descriptions
High-level The main touchpoints the persona encounters. Leave the details
Steps for later. For example, consider the journey map for toasting
bagels. An example of high-level steps would be: get the bagel,
prepare the toasting mechanism, toast the bagel. Details like
“turn on the oven” or “plugin the toaster” would belong in the
actions (the next section).
Actions

What does the persona do or decide to arrive at this step? Draw
on your own experiences and the experiences of people you’ve
talked to.

Information What information does the persona need during this step? An
example from toasting bagels: What toasting mechanisms are
available? How many bagels need to be toasted?
Thoughts & What thoughts are going through the persona’s head while
Experiences they’re on this step? Examples: Last time my bagel burned, how
do I avoid that? Mmmm, a warm bagel with cream cheese.
Emotions

There are many emotions, and humans can feel several at once.
Think about your own experience and the experience of people
you’ve talked to. Make your best effort at capturing the emotions
for each step. Reference the handout for ideas.

